Anatomical networks of brain systems emphasize their inherent hierarchical structure, in which the rich club (most inner core of the brain) is highlighted because it promotes topological efficiency and integrates communication between regions \[[@B1]\]. The hierarchical structure is fundamental and also observed in the neuronal dynamics: Cortical anatomy is thought to recapitulate the temporal hierarchy that is inherent in the dynamics of environmental states and human behavior \[[@B2]\]. According to this classical view the caudal-rostral arrangement maps the fast-slow gradient of neuronal time scales \[[@B3]\]. Here we ask whether the topological arrangement of the networks can provide a scaffold on which a hierarchy of time scales including slow and stable dynamics emerges. We modeled neuronal dynamics unfolding on an anatomical network reconstructed from primate cortex that has a set of rich-club regions at the core of the network that are surrounded by their feeders and peripheral areas \[[@B4]\]. We utilized a conductance-based neural mass model \[[@B5]\], which gives rise to node dynamics with two time scales. The system synchronizes at the fast time scale and exhibits rich phase relations at the slow rhythm (\~10Hz). We then characterized and compared the oscillatory dynamics of nodes and the synchronization between pairs of nodes. Our results show that highly connected regions, such as rich-club members, exhibit a more regular dynamics, and larger stability of phase relation with respective to other regions \[[@B6]\]. Owing to the dynamics of the local connectivity and network-motif structure \[[@B7],[@B8]\], central nodes also catalyze better local zero-lag synchronization between their neighbors. Together our results show how the topology of this constellation of brain regions supports stable, slowly fluctuating patterns of synchronization. In contrast, the topology of the surrounding \"feeder\" cortical regions shows unstable, rapidly fluctuating dynamics. Hence, assuming the interaction of identical dynamical elements coupled via the structural connectome of primate cortex \[[@B4]\], we already find an emerging hierarchy of time scales due to the network structure. We thus propose that the network properties of central cortical regions are the structural determinants of slow neuronal fluctuations in these brain regions. Although the traditional caudal-rostral hierarchical cortical mapping exhibited an unprecedented success, our dynamic-based study aligned with recent observations indicates that the cortical organizing principle may be best described by a periphery-core axis. Intriguingly, as a metaphor to social networks, rich-club members could be seen to be \"slaves\" of their own power. The richness of these brain regions comes from their large in-degree. However, for this very reason, their dynamics are consequently more regular because larger in-degree guarantees larger regularity. In other words, the autonomous dynamics of connectome hubs are largely enslaved to the strong, rhythmic output of the entire connectome. Therefore, rich-club regions cannot behave very differently from what is \"expected\" in contrast to the peripheral nodes, which have the most freedom to explore the dynamical landscape.
